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EVALUATION OF A CURVED ELECTRODE ELECTROSTATIC ACTUATOR 
DYNAMICS IN VISCOUS DIELECTRIC MEDIA 
ABSTRACT 
We present an experimental investigation of the 
dynamics of a curved electrode actuator in viscous media. 
The actuator is configured in a clamped-clamped beam 
architecture. We demonstrate that the actuator achieves 
large displacements on the order of a biological cell 
diameter (1-20 µm) and generates large forces (1-50 µN) 
at low actuation voltages (8 V) over 1-3000 Hz frequency 
range in viscous environments where the damping is six 
orders of magnitude larger than in air. This study 
highlights the actuator’s ability to operate in a viscous 
environment, thus making our actuator suitable for 
probing biological cells suspended in aqueous media.  
KEYWORDS 
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INTRODUCTION 
Microactuators have the potential to physically probe 
and manipulate biological cells immersed in aqueous 
media[1]–[3]. To physically probe a population of cells 
moving (O (102) cells/s) in a single file inside a 
microfluidic channel, an actuator embedded in the channel 
has to generate a force O (10-6) N, achieve a displacement 
O (10-6) m, and oscillate at a frequency O (102) Hz in the 
channel[1]–[3]. During these oscillations, the actuator can 
probe a cell by quickly arresting the cell against the 
channel wall during its forward motion and releasing the 
cell during its backward motion [4].  
Curved electrode actuators in clamped-clamped 
architecture are found to be suitable for the 
aforementioned cell probing application as these actuators 
can achieve large displacements (O (10-5) m) and generate 
forces (O (10-5) N) at low actuation voltages (8 V) in 
aqueous media while occupying a small geometric 
footprint [1] (Figures 1, 2). These actuators exhibit some 
of the same phenomena as parallel plate actuators. 
However, unlike the parallel plate actuator in which the 
displacement-to-voltage sensitivity equals zero once the 
voltage exceeds the pull-in voltage, the beam electrode 
partially zips into the static curved electrode once the 
pull-in voltage is exceeded and the length of the zipped 
portion, hence displacement, is tunable by modulating the 
voltage magnitude. In the clamped-clamped configuration 
here, zipping causes a shortening of the beam electrode, 
both increasing the effective beam stiffness and 
decreasing the sprung mass.  The beam spring force 
versus displacement function is a spring hardening 
nonlinearity, effectively counteracting the spring 
softening nonlinearity from the electrostatic force physics. 
As a result, the actuator operates in a stable regime above 
the pull-in voltage, termed the zipped mode here and 
elsewhere[1], and offers nonzero displacement-to-voltage 
sensitivity. The zipping mode is subdivided into two 
regimes: partly and almost zipped. For partly zipped, the 
beam electrode zips up to 75% of its length into the 
curved electrode. For almost zipped, the beam electrode 
zips at least 75% of its length into the curved electrode[1]. 
Figure 1: Curved electrode actuator. (a)  Actuator in 
unenergized state (b) Actuator in energized state (c) A 
portion of the actuator with its parameters shown. 
Figure 2: SEM image of the actuator. 
The dynamic response of electrostatic actuators in a 
clamped-clamped architecture have been widely studied 
with almost all efforts directed towards the development 
of actuators resembling parallel plates that operate in the 
stable, nonzipped mode[5], [6]. On the contrary, there are 
no studies that investigate the dynamic response of curved 
electrode actuators in clamped-clamped architecture in 
viscous media. An in-depth understanding into the curved 
electrode actuator dynamics in viscous media is very 
beneficial for designing actuators meant for bioMEMS 
applications such as high-speed cell probing and cell 
sorting in aqueous media[4]. 
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Here, we present dynamical characterization of a 
curved electrode actuator submerged in viscous media in 
different operating modes (nonzipped, partly zipped, and 
almost zipped) over 1-4096 Hz frequency range. To 
demonstrate the actuator suitability for cell probing 
applications, we evaluate the actuator against criterion 
listed in Ref. [1] by analyzing the actuator response in the 
frequency domain. Using experiment data, we validate a 
preliminary finite element based MEMS+® actuator model 
in the nonzipped mode meant for conducting parametric 
studies to arrive at an efficient actuator design. 
CURVED ELECTRODE ACTUATOR 
The actuator is designed to operate in viscous media 
for low actuation voltages (≤8 V) in 1-3000 Hz frequency 
and achieve a broad range of displacement (1-20 µm) and 
force (1-50 µN) (Figure 1, Table 1). The actuator 
comprises of three main components: a beam electrode to 
deliver generated force and displacement strokes, a set of 
four curved electrodes to drive the beam electrode in 
forward and backward directions, and a reinforcing beam 
to increase actuator bandwidth frequency. The beam 
electrode and reinforcing beam together form the 
compliant clamped-clamped structure, while the curved 
electrodes are immovable rigid members whose curvature 
is described by a second order polynomial function 
s(x)=δm(x/L)2. Thus for the almost zipped condition, the 
actuator will achieve a displacement w(L)≈δm. Since our 
design has two curved electrodes to drive the actuator in 
the forward and backward directions, the actuator 
displacement is doubled to 2w(L). The beam and curved 
electrodes are coated with 10 nm aluminum oxide film for 
electrical insulation. The physical and electrical properties 
of deionized water and methanol are selected at standard 
room conditions.  Upon energizing the actuator by 
supplying voltages VA and VB, the actuator shuttles back 
and forth in-plane. For underwater operation, the voltages 
VA and VB are amplitude-modulated signals defined as
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frequency, zero-mean pulse signal to prevent charge 
shielding effects[7], and ω and ωc =106π rad/s are the 
modulation and carrier frequencies, respectively.  
Table 1: Nominal actuator parameters 
Parameter (unit) Value 
Beam electrode half-length L (µm) 1000 
Beam electrode height h (µm) 45 
Beam electrode thickness t (µm) 4.7 
Beam electrode throw δm (µm) 12 
Reinforcing beam thickness tr (µm) 3.8 
Electrode gap d2 (µm) 3.5 
Reinforcing beam stiffness kr (N/m) 2.2 
Dielectric constant of insulator film ε1 9 
Beam material Young’s modulus E (GPa) 130 
EXPERIMENT 
The actuator is characterized in deionized water and 
methanol media in terms of actuator peak-to-peak 
displacement 2w(L) at different voltage amplitudes in the 
range [4, 8] VV  and actuation frequencies 
[1, 4096] Hzf  using the test facility shown in Figure 3. 
Important components include: an inverted microscope 
and high-speed camera for cinephotomicrography of the
moving actuator in the region of interest; data acquisition 
card PCIe-6343 for triggering the high-speed camera to 
initiate cinephotomicrography and generating two
modulation waveforms  ( ) 1 cos 2aV t V t  , 
 ( ) 1 cos 2bV t V t  ; a function generator to multiply 
these modulation waveforms by ( )t  and to generate two 
amplitude-modulated voltage waveforms VA and VB. For 
given actuation voltages VA and VB, the 
cinephotomicrography was recorded at frame rates at least 
6 times the actuation frequency. A custom image 
processing MATLAB script is employed that segments 
the cinephotomicrograph into frames, measures the 
actuator location in each frame, and then creates time 
traces of this measurement for follow-up analyses of 
frequency content and peak-to-peak amplitude 2w(L).  
Figure 3: Schematic of actuator characterization test set 
up. The red-colored box shows the region of interest used 
for displacement measurements. 
SIMULATION 
An actuator dynamics model is developed in 
Coventor MEMS+® and validated with experimental data 
(Figure 4). As a first step, nonzipped operation dynamics 
of the actuator is studied. The model comprises of 
mechanical and electrical submodels. Here, the beam 
electrode, curved electrode, and reinforcing beam are 
individually constructed from 120 beam elements. In the 
mechanical submodel, fixed support boundary condition 
at the anchors and fluidic damping based on squeeze film 
model between the electrode gaps are applied. In the 
electrical submodel, the curved electrodes are supplied 
with the voltages resembling the voltage envelopes of VA 
and VB, while the beam electrode is grounded.  
Figure 4: CAD model of the actuator for simulation 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Experiment data interpretation 
The actuator peak-to-peak oscillation in deionized 
water media measured using a high-speed camera shows 
that the actuator achieves peak-to-peak displacements on 
the order of a cell diameter (10 µm) at 512 Hz actuation 
frequency for an actuation voltage of 8 V (Figure 5a).  
The actuator behaves like a linear and a nonlinear 
system for nonzipped and zipped operation modes, 
respectively (Figures 5b, c). Applying an input sinusoidal 
forcing function on the actuator for the zipped mode (8 V) 
results in exciting the higher harmonics f2n+1 in the 
actuator – characteristic of a nonlinear system. However, 
for nonzipped mode (4 V), the higher harmonics vanish 
and actuator behaves like a linear system. The presence of 
higher harmonics in the zipped mode results in clipped 
sinusoidal response instead of a pure sinusoidal response. 
Therefore, to define an actuator displacement using 
normal mode shapes for zipped operation, one has to 
employ at least six odd harmonics f2n+1. On the contrary, 
for nonzipped operation, one may choose to employ only 
the first normal mode shape with frequency f1.  
The dynamic performance of the actuator over the 
entire operating range in deionized water and methanol 
media is characterized by generating frequency response 
plots. As can be seen in Figure 6, the actuator operates in 
three modes: nonzipped, partly zipped, and almost zipped. 
For low actuation voltages (4 V), the actuator operates in 
nonzipped mode where the beam electrode does not zip 
into the curved electrode, resulting in small peak-to-peak 
amplitudes (< 8 µm). From Figure 6, we can make two 
observations. One, the zipping process in the actuator 
greatly enhances the actuator displacement, at least 
doubling the displacement. Two, the frequency bandwidth 
of the actuator depends predominantly on the operating 
mode or the actuation voltage. For instance, the actuator 
cutoff frequencies fc in deionized water for partly zipped 
(5 V) and almost zipped (8 V) modes are about 80 and 
200 Hz, respectively. A similar observation can be made 
for the actuator in methanol media. From Figure 6a inset, 
the actuator response plots for both zipping (8 V) and 
nonzipping (4 V) operation modes show that the roll-off is 
about -20 dB/decade indicating that the actuator behaves 
like a first order system. This is expected as the actuator is 
overdamped due to the viscous microfluidic environment. 
Here, the lower frequency of the two real poles is at 
approximately 200 Hz and the higher frequency real pole 
is beyond the frequency range we tested; thus the actuator 
behaves like a first order system. From the figure, the 
actuator achieves displacements on the order of a 
biological cell diameter (1-20 µm) and generates large 
forces (1-50 µN) at low actuation voltages (8 V) over 1-
3000 Hz frequency range in a viscous environment.  
Figure 5: Measured actuator response in deionized water 
(a) Still images and displacement trace of the actuator for
8 V at 512 Hz (b) Actuator displacement trace for
nonzipped (4 V) and zipped (8 V) at 1 Hz (c) Fast Fourier
transform (FFT) of the measured actuator displacement
at 1 Hz actuation frequency in zipped and nonzipped
operations. The nondimensional FFT amplitude ‘a’ is
scaled with actuator amplitude w(L).
Simulation validation 
The simulation results are compared with 
experimentally obtained frequency response plots in the 
nonzipped mode for deionized water and methanol media 
(Figure 7). The measured and simulated results show 
similar trends, where the actuator displacements begin to 
roll-off beyond 400 Hz, and are fairly in good agreement 
with one another. This result validates the use of finite 
element tools such as MEMS+® as a primary tool for 
performing parametric studies on the actuator.  
Figure 6: Measured frequency response of the actuator 
for different actuation voltages in (a) deionized water (b) 
methanol. 
Figure 7: Frequency response of the actuator in water (4 
V) and methanol (5 V) media for nonzipped operation
obtained using experiment and simulation.
CONCLUSIONS 
Through experiments, we demonstrate the actuator 
achieves displacements on the order of a biological cell 
diameter (1-20 µm) and generates large forces (1-50 µN) 
at low actuation voltages (8 V) over 1-3000 Hz frequency 
range in a viscous environment. This makes the actuator a 
suitable candidate for probing biological cells suspended 
in aqueous media. The fast Fourier transform analysis 
shows the number of normal mode shapes required to 
model actuator displacement shape function for zipped 
and nonzipped operation modes. We validated our 
preliminary finite element based MEMS+® actuator model 
in the nonzipped operating mode through experiments. 
This finite element model will be used to perform 
parametric studies to arrive at an efficient actuator design 
meant to operate in a viscous environment. As a part of 
our future work, we will integrate this curved electrode 
actuator into a microfluidic channel with a displacement 
sensor such that the sensor and actuator in tandem can 
compress biological cells and measure Young’s modulus 
of cells at a rate of 100 cells/s. 
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